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1. Introduction 

In order to assess accurately the position of Indo-European studies in the broader field of 

historical linguistics in the twenty-first century and evaluate its potential for contributing 

further to our understanding of language change, it is necessary first to summarize briefly 

the development of Indo-European linguistics through the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. Such an overview is particularly needed because some aspects of Indo-

European linguistics have been the subject of misapprehension and in some cases 

misrepresentation. Furthermore, the true goal of traditional historical-comparative 

linguistics has often been misstated, even in handbooks written by those who practice it. 

The sketch presented here does not, of course, remotely purport to represent a history of 

Indo-European linguistics.1 The focus will be on a few broad methodological issues that 

bear upon the overarching theme of this volume. 

                                                 
* I am indebted to Joseph Eska, Mark Hale, Don Ringe, and Michael Weiss for very 

helpful comments and suggestions, but the usual disclaimer applies with particular force: 

the views expressed here are solely my own, and none of them would endorse all of what 

follows. 

1 The nineteenth-century portion of this history is ably covered by Pedersen 1931. The 

history of Indo-European studies in the twentieth century remains to be written. 
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1.1 Typological Concerns 

Contrary to the assertion of Johanna Nichols in her preface to the English translation 

(1995: xi), the highly original and important handbook of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov 

(1984) emphatically was not “the first whole-scale Indo-European reconstruction in 

which typology has played a major role.” Nor, despite the implication of Jakobson in the 

accompanying foreword (1997: xx), was there anything methodologically innovative in 

that “typological comparison renders salutary aid to comparative-historical procedures.” 

A central role for typology in the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European began with 

Franz Bopp, whose own chief interest in the comparison of verbal inflection among Indo-

European languages was not in their role in proving genetic relationship (the aspect for 

which he is chiefly remembered), but rather in how the PIE system of verbal inflection 

came about. In opposition to a theory of Friedrich Schlegel, Bopp (1816: 147-51) argued 

that the PIE verbal endings were the result of agglutinated personal pronouns. 

Furthermore, while this hypothesis has not enjoyed favor in the standard handbooks, 

it by no means disappeared and was vigorously revived by Seebold (1971), who also 

gives a survey of the varying reception of the proposal in the field through the century 

and a half between Bopp’s formulation and his own. I also stress that Seebold (1971: 

188-9) explicitly appeals to plentiful cross-linguistic typological evidence for languages 

in which there is a transparent etymological relationship between the grammatical 

markers of person in the verb and those of personal pronouns in the nominal system. 

Deriving the reconstructed personal endings of the PIE verb from the same bases as the 
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personal pronouns faces formidable—in the view of most, insurmountable—obstacles. 

That, however, is not the relevant point here: Bopp’s basic idea is in typological terms 

quite modern—what goes around comes around. And in grounding his renewed, far more 

elaborated version in typology, Seebold was merely following common practice among 

Indo-Europeanists of all eras. 

Recognition among Indo-Europeanists of the need to constrain linguistic 

reconstruction in terms of typological plausibility has not been confined to instances of 

what we would now term “internal reconstruction” of pre-Proto-Indo-European, as 

exemplified by Bopp’s and Seebold’s hypotheses about the verbal endings. Scholars in 

the field have always felt obliged to cite typological support for their reconstruction of 

features of Proto-Indo-European itself. When he first made the novel proposal that PIE 

had at the phonetic level syllabic sonorants (liquids and nasals), Brugmann (1876: 303) 

made sure to cite the findings of Eduard Sievers for modern languages like German and 

English to show that such sounds were natural and commonplace, nothing exotic, much 

less implausible. 

Further examples of this kind could be cited ad infinitum, but I will add here only 

one more, since it concerns the much vexed and over-emphasized question of the manner 

of articulation of the PIE stop series. Again contrary to a widespread misconception, 

debate about the typological plausibility of the dominant reconstruction of the PIE stop 

system did not begin with the famous observation of Jakobson (1958: 23):  
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To my knowledge, no language adds to the pair /t/ – /d/ a voiced aspirate /dh/ 

without having its voiceless counterpart /th/, while /t/, /d/, and /th/ frequently occur 

without the comparatively rare /dh/, and such a stratification is easily explainable; 

therefore theories operating with the three phonemes /t/ – /d/ – /dh/ in Proto-Indo-

European must reconsider the question of their phonemic essence. 

 

Nor did alternative proposals to address this conundrum begin with the “glottalic theory” 

of Hopper (1973) and Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973 et alibi).  

Although many twentieth-century handbooks did follow Brugmann (1886: 1.263) in 

reconstructing four series of stops for PIE (voiceless, voiceless aspirated, voiced, and 

voiced aspirated), Brugmann himself (1886: 1.406-8) conceded the extreme sparseness of 

the evidence for the voiceless aspirates, and more than a few major Indo-Europeanists 

rejected their reconstruction from the start. Eduard Prokosch (1918-19), citing the 

typological unnaturalness of a three-way opposition of voiceless, voiced, and voiced 

aspirated stops, suggested a reanalysis of the PIE voiced aspirates as voiceless fricatives. 

Holger Pedersen (1951: 14-16), basing his argument on the rarity of PIE *b and the 

typological argument that it is p that typically is lacking in a stop series boldly proposed 

that the three PIE stop series *T, *D, *Dh reflected a pre-PIE system *D, *T, *Th. The 

failure of these alternatives to win wide acceptance was due to the same factor that has 

led most Indo-Europeanists to reject the newer glottalic theory: all such attempts 

eliminate the typological implausibility of the synchronic system posited for PIE at the 

cost of having to assume equally serious typological implausibilities in the diachronic 
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developments to the attested descendant languages.2 The continued acceptance by some 

of the reconstruction of four series, including the voiceless aspirates, through the 

twentieth century may also hardly be attributed merely to the “authority” of the 

Brugmannian reconstruction. The more important motivation has been precisely that 

positing the voiceless aspirates preserves the diachronic typological advantages of the 

traditional reconstruction while removing the synchronic typological problem posed by 

the absence of the voiceless aspirates. This motivation is made quite explicit by Elbourne 

(1998: 7 and 26-7) in his unconvincing attempt to revive the voiceless aspirates for PIE. 

In sum, Indo-European linguistics has always acknowledged what is now termed the 

“uniformitarianism principle”: we must assume that the human language faculty has not 

changed in nature in the time span reached by our reconstruction techniques, and 

therefore we must reconstruct protolanguages that conform to the typology of attested 

ones and posit prehistoric changes that conform to those observed to have occurred 

within the historical period of attested languages (cf. Ringe and Eska: 2013: 4 and 25). 

As shown by the quotation from Brugmann (1897: 1-2) cited by Labov (1994: 22), the 

fundamental importance of this principle, especially promoted by William Dwight 

Whitney, was explicitly recognized by the “Neo-Grammarian establishment.”  Brugmann 

emphasized the diachronic aspect in the quotation, but we have seen that he and others 

                                                 
2 See on these problems among others Joseph and Wallace 1994. For a recent attempt to 

account for the existence but rarity of the problematic voiceless, voiced, voiced aspirated 

(breathy) system see Weiss 2009a. 
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have applied it to the synchronic reconstruction of PIE as well. As illustrated by the 

debate over the PIE stop series, the problem is not that Indo-Europeanists have failed 

until recently to apply typology to reconstruction and historical change, but rather that 

they have not yet found a way to resolve the tensions between the demands of synchronic 

and diachronic typology. We will return below to the question of how much they can 

contribute to the resolution of this conflict. 

 

1.2 Explanatory versus Descriptive Approaches 

The attempts by Bopp and Seebold cited above to derive the inflectional endings of the 

PIE verb from originally agglutinated personal pronouns not only depended on 

typological arguments, but also clearly aimed at explaining how the PIE system arrived at 

by comparative reconstruction had come about. In keeping with the primary goal of 

comparative linguistics (see 2.2 below), most Indo-Europeanists have contented 

themselves with trying to account for, in as much detail as possible, the facts of the 

attested languages by positing PIE as their common source and tracing the developments 

from it to the individual descendant languages. They have regarded the prehistory of the 

reconstructed PIE as something beyond the reach of scientific method and hence not 

within their purview.  

Nevertheless, there has never been an absence of Indo-Europeanists prepared to 

carry out internal reconstruction on virtually all aspects of PIE. See the references cited 

by Seebold (1971: 185-6) to competing accounts of the origin of the PIE verbal 

inflections, to which should be added Kuryłowicz (1964: 148-57).  Kuryłowicz (1964: 
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179-206) and Haudry (1970) and (1982) present very different hypotheses regarding the 

prehistory of the PIE nominal case system. Attempts to explain in phonetic terms the 

origin of PIE morphologically conditioned “ablaut” (the functional vowel alternations 

still seen in English ‘sing’, ‘sang’, ‘sung’) are too numerous to mention. I do not mean to 

overstate the impact on the field of such explorations into pre-PIE. As noted by Seebold 

(1971: 186-7), they have for the most part either been dismissed as mere “glottogonic 

speculation” or passed over in respectful silence. I merely wish to stress that in this 

respect, as in so many others, the widespread perception of Indo-European studies as a 

monolithic and largely static field is a myth. 

Indo-Europeanists have also not hesitated to venture explanations for the changes 

observed in languages during the historical period and for those posited to have occurred 

between PIE and their first attestation. Paul (1880: 56-7) sought the cause of “regular” 

phonetic change in the “principle of least effort” applied to speakers’ articulation. 

However, as described in Melchert (1975), since the beginning of Indo-European 

linguistics, continuously through the period of the promulgation of the principle of 

“regularity of sound change,” many scholars have argued that other factors play a role in 

sound change. Namely, some sound changes are attributed to the frequency of use of the 

words or expressions in which they occur, but by a popular competing hypothesis it is the 

weakening of function in such frequent items that causes the changes, and conversely 

some regular sound changes are impeded or blocked in morphemes that bear a heavy 

functional load. It is true that in most instances these factors are invoked to account for a 

limited range of examples—often those where regular sound change or morphological 
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change do not seem applicable. However, a much larger role in sound change has been 

proposed for both frequency (Mańczak 1969) and functional effects (Martinet 1952, 

1953, 1959). Once again, one should not overstate the role of such studies in the field. It 

has been and remains common practice to motivate specific historical analyses largely in 

terms of their ability to account for the observed facts and, when necessary, to buttress 

the plausibility of the changes assumed by citing typological parallels. 

 

1.3 Disconnect 

I have shown in the two preceding sections that neither the systematic application of 

typology nor explanatory approaches to aspects of language change are recent 

innovations in Indo-European linguistics. There are nevertheless good reasons for the 

widespread view—within the field as well as outside it—that Indo-European linguistics 

and the traditional approach to historical linguistics that it represents somehow became 

isolated during the twentieth century from the synchronic study of language, remaining to 

its detriment largely untouched by the dramatic advances in the latter. For this reason we 

have heard for some time and continue to hear calls for the need to “reintegrate” Indo-

European studies and traditional historical-comparative linguistics more generally with 

current synchronic theoretical approaches (see e.g. Hale 2007: xi and the subtitle of 

Ringe and Eska 2013).  

There is no doubt that there was in fact a significant “disconnect” between Indo-

European studies and synchronic linguistics in the period from the 1920s to the 1960s. 

Remarkably, Prokosch (1918-19: 15.621) in his study of the PIE stops cited in 1.1 
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already used the concept of the phoneme, avant la lettre. By 1930 the phoneme was fully 

established, and Jakobson (1931) already set forth the principles of phonemic change, 

that is, the effects of sound change on the synchronic phonological system of a language, 

as distinct from phonetic change. Bloomfield (1933: 351) also made clear that sound 

change means changes in phonemes, not just phones, and describes reconstructed systems 

in terms of phonemes (1933: 302-5). One might have expected that this fundamentally 

new way of viewing sound systems and sound change would at once be widely adopted 

by Indo-Europeanists and used to recast the description of PIE and to reexamine sound 

changes from PIE to attested languages. In fact there was no such paradigm shift (see e.g. 

the traditional treatment of Krahe 1943 and subsequent editions). It was not until 

Lehmann 1952 that structuralist phonemics was systematically applied to PIE. It is also 

symptomatic that the influential version of Jakobson’s article was the French translation 

of 1949, while the standard American exposition is that of Hoenigswald (1946)—all post 

World War II. 

A number of factors likely contributed to the relative lack of influence of either 

European or American structuralism on Indo-European linguistics. It surely did not help 

that Saussure, who viewed language change as fortuitous and unsystematic, in at least 

some of the remarks attributed to him appears to deny any direct meaningful relationship 

between diachrony and synchrony (1983: 85): “Any notion of bringing together under the 

same discipline facts of such disparate nature would be mere fantasy. In the diachronic 

perspective one is dealing with phenomena which have no connexion with linguistic 

systems, even though the systems are affected by them.” While insisting that phonetic 
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change affects phonemes, the ten chapters in Bloomfield’s Language devoted to language 

change are cast largely in traditional terms (as was his own historical-comparative study 

of Algonquian languages). There is no chapter describing types of phonemic change 

analogous to Jakobson 1931 or Hoenigswald 1946. 

One should not discount the effects of how academic disciplines were organized in 

European and American universities. In Europe in the period in question those pursuing 

the new field of structuralist descriptive linguistics tended not to be in departments with 

Indo-Europeanists, who were typically associated with language departments, especially 

of the classical languages, or belonged to independent institutes specializing in Indo-

European (see the remarks of Matthews 2001: 52). This situation also applied to a 

number of Indo-Europeanists in the United States: e.g., Hermann Collitz held a chair in 

Germanic, and so did George S. Lane until the 1960s. However, even in cases such as 

Yale University, where Edgar H. Sturtevant and Edward Sapir were colleagues from 

1931-1939, with Sturtevant being joined in the 1940s by Leonard Bloomfield and 

Bernard Bloch, the coexistence of Indo-European and structuralist descriptive linguistics 

seems not to have led to much influence of the latter on the former. 

Given that Indo-Europeanists played a leading role in the founding of the Linguistic 

Society of America in 1924 and in its governance for years thereafter, it is unsurprising 

that articles on Indo-European topics actually dominate the early issues of Language and 

remain prominent through the 1950s. However, with extremely rare exceptions (Moulton 

1948 and Twaddell 1948—NB again post World War II) the analyses of Indo-European 

problems are entirely traditional in methodology and have no commonality with the 
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structuralist descriptive articles that appear beside them. There obviously was mutual 

respect and recognition of both fields as legitimate branches of linguistics, but there is 

little visible evidence of meaningful dialogue. 

Perhaps the impact of structuralism on Indo-European studies was limited by the fact 

that Indo-Europeanists were preoccupied in the period beginning roughly in 1930 with 

the daunting task of integrating into the reconstruction of PIE the new facts of Hittite and 

Tocharian, whose remains had only been discovered early in the twentieth century and 

whose textual material only became widely accessible in the late 1920s and the 1930s. 

This new evidence, especially that of the very anciently attested Hittite, raised serious 

questions about the validity of not only specific features, but also the overall received 

model of PIE. The process of meeting this challenge, further delayed by World War II, 

continued through the 1950s into the 1960s. Since the task was principally one of 

reapplying the comparative method with the inclusion of new data, to which the 

relevance of the structuralist model was minimal, the field as a whole inevitably turned 

its focus inward.  

There was also some time lag in the application of the generative model in Indo-

European linguistics, but it was relatively short. By the 1970s synchronic phonological 

rules were being posited for PIE and subsequent language stages, and diachronic changes 

formulated in terms of rule change (see e.g. Schindler 1976 with refs. and 1977). One 

version of those for PIE was systematically incorporated into the handbook of Mayrhofer 

1986. There was predictably also a surge of interest in both synchronic syntax, that of 

PIE and its most ancient descendants, and diachronic syntax. One may cite as early 
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examples the seminal article of Watkins 1963 and the monographs of Lehmann 1974 and 

Friedrich 1975. 

However, the application of contemporary formal models in Indo-European 

linguistics over the past several decades has been very uneven. Their use to elucidate 

problems involving the syllable or accentual phenomena has only recently become 

commonplace (see further below 3.1). Analogy in its traditional form is still routinely 

used in accounting for morphological changes, despite awareness of its very serious flaws 

and limitations. It is true that no fully satisfactory replacement for analogy has yet been 

found (see below 3.2.2), but one might minimally expect more frequent 

acknowledgement that something better is needed.  

As an active participant in the field for forty years, I can attest that the slow and 

sometimes fitful progress in this regard is due only in part to active resistance to such 

innovations by some (mostly more senior) colleagues. A significant contributing factor is 

the wide range of competing theoretical models and the relative rapidity with which they 

evolve. These features make it very challenging for any single individual to master fully 

the methods of Indo-European linguistics with the requisite philologies and also 

adequately control and stay current in phonological, syntactic, or discourse theory. There 

are, however, promising signs that some in the newest generation of Indo-Europeanists 

are prepared to meet this challenge. 

The ability of contemporary and future Indo-Europeanists to contribute to our 

understanding of language change faces a further obstacle: the fundamental difference in 

the goal of traditional historical-comparative linguistics and that of modern, theoretically 
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grounded study of the implementation and causes of language change. It is to this issue 

that we now turn. 

 

2. Current Issues and Non-Issues 

Recent efforts to “(re)integrate” historical-comparative linguistics into theoretically 

oriented contemporary linguistics, such as Hale 2007 and Ringe and Eska 2013, have 

helpfully resolved some issues and eliminated pseudo-problems, but they have not fully 

confronted the fact that not only some of the methodology of historical-comparative 

linguistics, but also its principal goal, differs from that of modern study of language 

change. 

 

2.1 The Nature of Language Change and Its Impact on Comparative Reconstruction 

There has been a long-running debate within historical-comparative linguistics about the 

“reality” of linguistic reconstructions achieved by the comparative method. The “idealist” 

view has professed to see reconstructions as merely formulas that express the structural 

relationships among related languages and help make explicit the changes that have taken 

place in each (representative is Pedersen 1931: 268-9). The “realist” view has regarded 

reconstructions as at least near approximations to the grammar of a once existent 

prehistoric language.3 Since reconstructions are by definition hypotheses, framing the 

                                                 
3 While this viewpoint has been widely and unjustly parodied with reference to August 

Schleicher’s reconstruction of a PIE “fable” (Schleicher 1868), it has in practice been the 
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problem in terms of their “reality” is misguided and unhelpful (cf. the remarks of Hale 

2007: 244-52).  

As recognized, but not resolved, by Tremblay (2005: 92-3), it is also self-

contradictory to define the result of comparative reconstruction as an essentially 

ahistorical system of correspondences among historically attested languages (Meillet 

1934: 47)  and then take this reconstruction as the starting point for an historical account 

of the individual languages (Meillet 1934: 17). As argued by Hale (2007: 226-9 and 253), 

the way out of this dilemma is to recognize that “language change” is change in 

individual grammars (see also Ringe and Eska 2013: 32-44) and that a reconstructed 

protolanguage is, due to limitations in both our methods and data, only a partial grammar, 

or more accurately, a set of grammars that agree in all of their recoverable features, but 

potentially vary in unknown ways in the features that we cannot recover. Thus what is 

relevant is not the “reality” of our reconstructions, but how much of the prehistoric 

grammar we can recover. We must openly concede that there are many things we cannot 

and never will be able to explain, but in the favorable cases we can constrain the set of 

possible grammars to a scientifically interesting degree. That is, for Proto-Slavic or 

Proto-Romance, and to a lesser degree for Proto-Indo-European, we can recover enough 

features to show that only a relatively narrow range of prehistoric grammars could have 

                                                                                                                                                 
dominant approach in the field. Otherwise, there would never have been the vigorous and 

long-running debate about the typological naturalness of features of reconstructed PIE 

(those cited in 1.1 above and many others). 
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led to the respective sets of attested languages, excluding the possibility that most 

conceivable natural language grammars could have done so. 

What in my view needs to be more explicitly acknowledged is that the same 

principle applies to the historical aspect of the historical-comparative model. We must 

likewise admit that the posited series of historical events leading from the protolanguage 

to the attested languages also stand for a subset of the changes that would produce the 

observed results.4 For example, Indo-Europeanists devote much discussion and debate to 

the matter of “relative chronologies”, the order in which certain posited historical 

changes occurred. In some cases the nature of the changes allows us to recover both them 

and the relative chronology with reasonable assurance: e.g., the simplification of *ss after 

long vowel in Latin uīsus ‘seen’ < *uīssos must be later than the change of intervocalic 

single *s > r, else the result would be *uīrus (with Weiss 2009: 151). 

However, it is well-known that in many instances where there is more than one 

possible way to formulate the changes, one formulation requires one relative chronology, 

and another formulation the other. We would in many such cases do well to spend less 

time and effort debating at length the merits of one account versus the other and to 

merely state the most viable alternatives, conceding the remaining indeterminacies. As 

                                                 
4 It is for this reason that I am skeptical of Hale’s assurance (2007: 253) that the proper 

recognition that we can reconstruct only sets of possible grammars “changes very 

little…in the day-to-day working methodology of those who do linguistic 

reconstruction.” 
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per above, the crucial factor is our ability to characterize both the protolanguage and the 

changes that lead to the attested languages uniquely enough to eliminate significantly 

different scenarios. 

 

2.2 The Goal of Historical-Comparative Linguistics 

Any discussion of the “(re)integration” of historical-comparative linguistics and its 

potential contribution to the study of language change must be based on a recognition of 

the true goal of the former. Unfortunately, there is a popular misconception that this is to 

reconstruct protolanguages, and even some handbooks of Indo-European and historical 

linguistics perpetuate this error. For example, Ringe and Eska (2013: 230-1) state: “The 

ideal aim of comparative reconstruction is to recover the entire grammar and lexicon of a 

prehistoric language that has left multiple descendants.”  

This is a highly infelicitous formulation. The true goal of historical-comparative 

reconstruction is to explain how a set of attested languages came to be the way they are. 

The features of the attested languages are the only facts and the facts to be explained. 

Reconstructed protolanguages are merely part of the means of explaining the features of 

the attested languages, and the other part of the task, delineating the specific changes that 

have taken place between the hypothetical protolanguage and the attested languages, is 

arguably more important and occupies more of the time and effort of historical linguists. 

This is certainly true for a well-established family such as Indo-European.  
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Traditional historical-comparative linguistics is, given sufficient data and the 

requisite ingenuity and persistence of scholars, very good at achieving its main goal.5 

However, its primary focus has been and continues to be descriptive: to account for how 

(by what steps) a set of attested languages come to both resemble and differ from each 

other in terms of various grammatical features. As described above in section 1.2, 

individual Indo-Europeanists have not hesitated to offer hypotheses as to why certain 

kinds of changes have taken place (and more broadly, why some changes appear to be 

commonplace, while others are rare or non-existent), but this activity has always been 

ancillary to the main task of elucidating the history of specific attested languages and 

language groups. And the techniques employed to achieve the latter goal have no direct 

connection to theoretical models of language change. 

Hale (2007: xii) concedes that contemporary linguistic theory and the methods of 

traditional historical-comparative linguistics appear to be unrelated. He suggests two 

possible explanations for the fact that both appear to be productive and insightful 

                                                 
5 I heartily recommend as an impressive example of such an achievement Goddard 1998, 

which distills the results of the efforts of many Algonquianists to account for the very 

divergent appearance of Arapaho vis-à-vis other Algonquian languages. One could cite 

similar examples from the history of Indo-European studies involving subfamilies such as 

Celtic, Armenian, or Tocharian, where cumulative historical changes led to attested 

systems far less transparently derived from PIE than those of Indo-Iranian, Greek or 

Latin. 
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approaches to the study of language: either they are not as unrelated as they appear, or 

two fundamentally distinct approaches to the study of the same object can be equally 

productive. He finds the latter possibility unlikely and seeks to show that the practices of 

traditional historical linguistics are in fact grounded in a recognized form of 

contemporary linguistic theory (2007: xiii).  

After an able and frank description of the considerable conceptual distance between 

the textual artifacts that form the main basis for diachronic study of the Indo-European 

family and the individual mental grammars that he takes to be the locus of innovations, 

Hale nevertheless concludes (2007: 26) that: 

 

The ultimate focus of diachronic linguistic research concerns the relationship 

between the grammars in figure 2.6. It is important to understand that this is not my 

claim about what diachronic linguistics should be about – it is an observation about 

what such work has always, to my knowledge, been about in practice.  The similarity 

of the (inexplicit) grounding assumptions of diachronic work are strikingly similar to 

those of contemporary synchronic linguistic theory.  

 

I must emphatically reject this claim. As Hale has made amply clear in his very lucid 

exposition in Chapter 1 (2007: 3-18), language change from the viewpoint of 

contemporary theory must be conceived as change in grammars, and this refers to 

grammars in the sense of “internalized language” (I-language). But Indo-European 

handbooks, whether they describe “the grammar” of the synchronic stage of a given 
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language or changes from one synchronic stage to another, refer only to some form of 

“externalized language” (E-language).6 This characterization applies not only to Indo-

European synchronic and diachronic grammars of the past, but also to the very latest 

exemplars: e.g., Hoffner and Melchert 2008 (synchronic), Ringe 2006 and Weiss 2009b 

(diachronic). I challenge anyone to cite any Indo-European handbook that is based on the 

premises of I-language grammar (individual mental grammars). 

I must therefore conclude that, despite Hale’s skepticism, two different approaches to 

the study of language change can both be valid and insightful. The reason is, I must again 

insist, is that contrary to his formulation, traditional historical-comparative linguistics and 

theoretically informed study of language change (change in I-language grammars) do not 

primarily study the same object. I repeat one more time: the primary goal of historical-

comparative linguistics has been and to a large extent remains to account for the history 

of particular languages and sets of languages, not for the mechanisms by which language 

change—in the sense of change in individual mental grammars—takes place. The validity 

                                                 
6 By which I mean that they describe “a” grammar based on generalizing across a 

sampling of texts produced by many individual grammars. Such a grammar is 

comparable to Standard American English, a construct which corresponds to no 

individual speaker’s internal grammar. Obviously, just as SAE bears a strong 

resemblance to the respective true individual grammars, a well-done description of New 

Hittite or Classical Latin surely captures many of the features of the grammars of 

individual speakers. But we are not dealing with I-language.  
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of the methods of traditional historical-comparative linguistics need not be “grounded” in 

linguistic theory. Their efficacy has been empirically demonstrated repeatedly in 

application to languages from all over the world. Certainly, these methods must be based 

on assumptions about language change that are somehow fundamentally accurate (Hale 

2007: xi), but I hardly need demonstrate here how difficult it has proven to be to relate 

notions like the “regularity of sound change” to what we know so far about how changes 

in I-language grammars take place (see the concession by Hale himself 2007: 144 that 

“many mysteries remain,” despite his own efforts, those of Labov 1994: 419-543, and 

many others).  

I do not mean to deny that the research program of traditional historical-comparative 

linguistics, in particular as exemplified by Indo-European studies, and that of 

theoretically informed investigation of language change share significant commonalities. 

Nor do I claim that they cannot and should not inform each other. Recent steps in this 

direction have proven fruitful (see further below), and even more active collaboration is 

called for and to be highly encouraged. However, we must be realistic in our expectations 

and recognize that very real differences in both primary goals and methods place limits 

on what can be achieved. 

 

3. Indo-European Studies and Contemporary Theory (Synchronic and Diachronic) 

3.1 Contributions of Contemporary Theory to Indo-European Linguistics 

There is no doubt that informed application of contemporary theoretical models to 

problems of Indo-European linguistics, synchronic and diachronic, can lead to new and 
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superior solutions. As described briefly above in section 1.3, such applications have been 

made since the 1970s, but it is only in the last decade that they have become an integral 

part of discussion in the field.  

The earlier absence of theoretically informed approaches to problems of PIE accent 

has now begun to be filled: Keydana 2013 and Kim 2013 may serve as examples of a 

burgeoning trend. Likewise, earlier theoretical treatments of problems of syllabification 

such as Steriade 1982 focusing on Ancient Greek (and subsequent responses, for which 

see the references in Kiparsky 2003) or the long-running and lively debate regarding 

“Sievers’ Law” in Germanic (see e.g. Drescher and Lahiri 1991, Riad 1992, Kiparsky 

1998, and the references in Pierce 2011) had very limited impact on the field at large. 

Recently, however, debate over the proper formulation of syllabification in PIE and its 

most ancient attested descendants has become mainstream: see e.g. Byrd 2010 with 

references to Keydana 2004 and Kobayashi 2004. A conference of July, 2013, produced 

no less than four competing formal accounts of the pre-PIE change known as 

“Szemerényi’s Law”, traditionally stated in the problematic form **-VRs# > *-VR# (a 

word-final sequence of vowel+sonorant+s leads to loss of the -s and compensatory(?) 

lengthening of the vowel). Treatment of syntactic issues from a variety of theoretical 

perspectives is also now commonplace: one may compare the very different approaches 

but largely convergent solutions to problems of Hittite interrogative and relative clauses 

by Goedegebuure 2009 (functional discourse grammar) and Huggard 2011(minimalism). 

Again these examples could easily be multiplied, and others could be substituted for 

those given. 
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One may notice that most of the examples I have cited in the preceding paragraph 

actually directly address synchronic problems, not diachronic (though synchronic 

includes PIE itself). My choices are not accidental in this regard, and this distribution 

raises a note of caution. A number of articles published over the last twenty years that 

have purportedly applied theoretical approaches of various kinds to diachronic problems 

in Indo-European languages have proven to be premature, their diachronic claims being 

false because they were based on seriously flawed analyses of the synchronic material. 

Formal analyses of synchronic data rarely achieve the level of “definitive” solutions, so it 

would be unrealistic and probably counterproductive to expect scholars in the field to 

wait indefinitely to venture new theoretically informed historical accounts. However, 

scholars should refrain from the all too frequent practice of leaping to major claims about 

historical changes (especially sweeping generalizations) without first taking reasonable 

steps to make sure that they are building on sufficiently rigorous synchronic analyses.  

 

3.2 Contributions of Indo-European Linguistics to the Study of Language Change 

For the reasons discussed in section 2.2 above, I seriously doubt that most current 

synchronic and diachronic analyses by Indo-Europeanists will have a direct impact on the 

broader study of language change, in the form in which they are presented. This does not 

mean, however, that Indo-European studies cannot inform both contemporary synchronic 

theory and the study of language change.  
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3.2.1 Indo-European Linguistics and Synchronic Theory 

While some typological surveys of world languages do include them (e.g. Haspelmath et 

al. 2001), many theoretical linguists tend to ignore the ancient corpus languages available 

in the Indo-European family, even large ones like Sanskrit, Ancient Greek, and Latin, 

when making broad, even universal claims regarding features of attested natural 

languages. In so doing, they cut themselves off from both further supportive evidence and 

counterevidence. I cite here two illustrations of the former and one of the latter.  

Hittite belongs to the set of languages that has no temporal conjunction ‘before’. To 

express anteriority at the clause level, it must use a combination of the temporal 

conjunction kuitman ‘while, until’ plus the adverb nāwi ‘not yet’ (see briefly Güterbock 

and Hoffner 1980-1989: 422-3). As shown by Goedegebuure (2002-2003, especially 21-

4), Hittite not only has a three-way system of deixis based on the speech act participants 

(proximal/speaker associated, medial/hearer associated, and distal/other), but also shows 

the “negative emotional” or disassociative use of the distal deictic pronoun also attested 

in some modern languages. Sharvit (2003: 673ff.) claims that there are no natural 

languages that do not have embedding under propositional attitude verbs and that 

therefore can only express a sentence such as “John decided that he would say to his 

mother that he missed her” by direct quotation: “John made the following decision: ‘I 
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will say to my mother, “I will miss you”.’.” But Sanskrit certainly is such a language (see 

Delbrück 1888: 529-34).7 

More active engagement of Indo-European scholars with theoretician colleagues 

would surely help the latter to better exploit the rich source of natural language data 

provided by the ancient Indo-European corpus languages. 

 

3.2.2 Indo-European Linguistics and the Study of Language Change 

Many Indo-European language families are attested over centuries, even millennia, some 

of them in quite extensive textual corpora, and most are continued by modern languages 

still being spoken. Although by the well supported hypothesis of Proto-Indo-European, 

they all spring from a common source, they have significantly diverged in many 

typological respects. For various historical reasons, analysis of much of this wealth of 

data on language change—in terms of traditional historical-comparative methodology—is 

particularly well developed for the Indo-European family. The numerous case studies of 

Indo-European linguistics provide a virtual laboratory for those seeking to develop and 

test theoretical models for all aspects of language change. For a selection of these 

involving phonological and morphological change I refer readers to Chapters 5 through 8 

of Ringe and Eska 2013, whose discussions I will not replicate here. Additional analyses 

                                                 
7 Sanskrit does not, of course, lack embedding in general (see e.g. clauses with yáthā in 

the sense ‘(so) that’; Delbrück 1888: 595-6). 
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dealing with syntactic and morphosyntactic change are to be found in Jonas, Whitman, 

and Garrett 2012. See also the case studies in Part IV of this volume. 

I do call attention to the fact that the selections in the works just cited include not 

only putative changes from PIE (or intermediate protolanguages) to attested languages, 

but also many changes that took place within the historical period of various Indo-

European languages. One must be careful in using posited prehistoric changes as the 

basis for study of language change, since these are by definition hypothetical. Even in the 

case of changes within the historical period we do not always have nearly as much data as 

we would prefer (our grasp of the sociolinguistic situation is often particularly limited), 

so previous descriptions and analyses should not be taken as established fact. However, 

we can in such instances at least be reasonably sure that a given change did take place, 

and in one way or another it must ultimately be accounted for in any viable theory of 

language change.  

I do wish to sound a cautionary note about two issues regarding potential 

contributions of Indo-European studies to the understanding of language change. First, it 

is not only theoretical models that evolve, due to improved analyses of existing data or 

discovery of new data. Both diachronic accounts of changes in Indo-European and the 

synchronic analyses on which they are based also are subject to change. The tired 

witticism that no attested language changes as fast as reconstructed Proto-Indo-European 

retains it full force; if anything, the pace of change has accelerated.  

I cite as one example recent developments in the study of relative clause syntax in 

PIE and its oldest descendants. Until recently there had been a broad consensus that PIE 
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and the oldest stages of the attested languages do not have embedded relative clauses of 

the type “To the runner who wins you give the prize” or “The man whom you seek is 

here”, but show rather adjoined correlative structures of the type “Whoever obeys the 

gods, they listen to him as well.” Embedded relatives have been assumed to develop out 

of the adjoined correlative type in the individual languages.8 However, Probert (2006) 

has demonstrated that Old Hittite has embedded as well as adjoined correlative relative 

clauses and that the former then disappear in later Hittite. While she prudently leaves 

open the question of whether PIE had embedded relative clauses, her findings have 

serious consequences for the diachrony of relative clauses: (1) not only can adjoined 

relatives be reanalyzed as embedded relatives, but also vice-versa; (2) the coexistence of 

the two types in Old Hittite raises the question of why a language would have both and 

what factors govern their use. Furthermore, Hale (1987ab) and Garrett (1994) argued that 

both Vedic Sanskrit and Hittite show overt wh-movement, a striking agreement 

suggesting that this was also true for PIE. However, these conclusions for Hittite were 

based almost entirely on the evidence of relative clauses, due to the dearth of data for wh-

interrogatives. Recent investigation of Hittite wh-interrogatives by Goedegebuure (2009) 

and Huggard (2011) based on more extensive data that has since become available has 

shown that Hittite in fact lacks overt wh-movement. The question of whether PIE had 

                                                 
8 Opinions differ regarding the PIE status of other structures, such as postposed relative 

clauses or appositional relative clauses. Compare e.g. Fritz apud Meier-Brügger 2000: 

229-30 and Fortson 2010: 163-4. 
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overt wh-movement is thus at a minimum reopened. For that matter, by no means all 

questions regarding relative and interrogative syntax in Hittite itself have been settled. 

The clear lesson from this case is: if we are to successfully exploit the very extensive 

evidence provided by historical-comparative analysis of the Indo-European family for 

purposes of modeling language change, there must be increased collaboration or at least 

consultation between Indo-Europeanists and theoreticians.9 

A second prerequisite for successful integration of Indo-European linguistics and 

theoretically oriented study of language change is an open acknowledgement of the wide 

diversity of viewpoints regarding the nature and mechanisms of language change (this 

diversity is on full display in the volume edited by Jonas, Whitman, and Garrett cited 

earlier). One cannot expect a historical linguist to rehearse every possible theoretical 

approach when analyzing a particular case of language change, but must allow the author 

to choose what seems to him or her the most insightful. It is likewise perfectly in order 

that Hale (2007) and Ringe and Eska (2013) in their broad surveys of the topic take firm 

stands on methodological issues that they then consistently follow.  

However, I find it distinctly unhelpful to the cause of promoting the role of Indo-

European and traditional historical-comparative linguistics in the study of language 

change to ignore without any mention opposing views regarding broad fundamental 

                                                 
9 The ever-changing “consensus” about reconstructed PIE also affects the vigorous 

ongoing debate regarding application of phylogenetic models to language reconstruction. 

See for merely one example Nakhleh, Warnow, Ringe and Evans 2005. 
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issues. As I already complained in my review (Melchert 2009: 205), it is quite 

unacceptable that in a 269-page book on theory and methods of historical linguistics Hale 

(2007) does not even mention, much less discuss the problem of “analogy” in language 

change. Ringe and Eska (2013: 153-65 and also 194) totally reject analogy as an 

explanatory principle and deny that paradigms are part of grammar. They have every 

right to hold such a view, but it is improper not even to acknowledge the existence of the 

very different approach of Albright 2008 et alibi. The inadequacies of traditional analogy 

are not in question, but it is far from decided how the phenomena it was intended to 

describe are best to be accounted for in an adequate model of language change, and the 

fact that there are competing proposals for solving this problem should not be suppressed. 

For a balanced and helpful review of the topic see Miller 2010: 1.97-122. 

Ringe and Eska (2013: 213) imply that they agree with Hale that syntactic change is 

not change in syntactic rules, but change in the features of functional heads. However, 

they then proceed (2013: 214-8) to describe a change in Greek word order in terms of 

changes in parameter settings and statistical analyses, following Anthony Kroch’s 

Grammars in Competition Hypothesis. They fail to acknowledge that Hale (2007: 161-72 

and 172-80) emphatically rejects such approaches to syntactic change. My point is again 

not who is right or wrong on this matter. Rather, it is that while Hale in this case not only 

acknowledges, but also discusses at length his reasons for rejecting other views, those 

reading Ringe and Eska’s discussion (2013: 213, including footnote †) would wrongly 

infer that Hale’s approach is similar to that of Lightfoot, Longobardi, Roberts and others 

cited. Their very laconic phrasing also is misleading in that it tends to minimize the by no 
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means non-trivial differences in the viewpoints of the other scholars listed. In sum, this is 

not an adequate representation of the great diversity of opinion regarding syntactic 

change. For a broader review of the problem see Miller 2010: 2.33-66. 

I stress that the fact that Hale and Ringe and Eska respectively adopt and consistently 

apply particular methodologies is not only entirely proper, but also enhances the 

coherence and lucidity of their presentation of the major issues facing the study of 

language change. I am not demanding extensive argumentation against every extant 

opposing view on every topic, merely more consistent and accurate recognition that there 

are alternative accounts for the various problems treated that interested readers may want 

to investigate and evaluate for themselves. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The reservations and caveats expressed in the preceding sections are by no means meant 

to leave a discouraging or pessimistic impression—quite the contrary. The study of 

language change in its modern conception—i.e., as innovations in individual mental 

grammars mostly due to first-language acquisition but in part to language contact, 

followed by sociolinguistically governed diffusion—is by any measure a very young 

subfield of linguistics.10 We may be sure that the debate regarding how best to model the 

                                                 
10 The primary role of first-language acquisition in language change was already clear to 

Paul (1880: 34), but this recognition had no significant impact on the historical-

comparative study of Indo-European languages. 
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implementation of language change will continue for the foreseeable future, and the need 

for relevant case studies that can help to test competing analyses will likewise remain 

acute (Ringe and Eska repeatedly and rightly end discussions of particular topics with a 

call for more research—2013: 123, 135, 209 and passim). For reasons given above in the 

first part of section 3.2.2, Indo-European linguistics is singularly suited to providing the 

basis for such further research. It is emblematic that the overwhelming majority of the 

case studies in Jonas, Whitman, and Garrett 2012 are taken from Indo-European 

languages (NB analyzing changes that took place within the historical period)—likewise 

those in Part IV in this volume. If Indo-Europeanists not only welcome, but also actively 

seek out engagement with their theoretical colleagues, they have every opportunity both 

to improve their accounts of the history of the attested Indo-European languages (their 

traditional and abiding goal) and to contribute to enhancing our understanding of the 

mechanisms of language change (viewed as change in grammars and diffusion). 
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